Toddlers later diagnosed with autism exhibit multiple structural abnormalities in temporal corpus callosum fibers
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Abstract

Interhemispheric functional connectivity abnormalities are often reported in autism and it is thus not surprising that structural defects of the corpus callosum (CC) are consistently found using both traditional MRI and DTI techniques. Past DTI studies however, have subdivided the CC into 2 or 3 segments without regard for where fibers may project to within the cortex, thus placing limitations on our ability to understand the nature, timing and neurobehavioral impact of early CC abnormalities in autism. Leveraging a unique cohort of 97 toddlers (68 autism; 29 typical) we utilized a novel technique that identified seven CC tracts according to their cortical projections. Results revealed that younger (<2.5 years old), but not older toddlers with autism exhibited abnormally low mean, radial, and axial diffusivity values in the CC tracts connecting the occipital lobes and the temporal lobes. Fractional anisotropy and the cross sectional area of the temporal CC tract were significantly larger in young toddlers with autism. These findings indicate that water diffusion is more restricted and unidirectional in the temporal CC tract of young toddlers who develop autism. Such results may be explained by a potential overabundance of small caliber axons generated by excessive prenatal neural proliferation as proposed by previous genetic, animal model, and postmortem studies of autism. Furthermore, early diffusion measures in the temporal CC tract of the young toddlers were correlated with outcome measures of autism severity at later ages. These findings regarding the potential nature, timing, and location of early CC abnormalities
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in autism add to accumulating evidence, which suggests that altered inter-hemispheric connectivity, particularly across the temporal lobes, is a hallmark of the disorder.
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**Introduction**

A leading hypothesis regarding autism neurophysiology suggests that the disorder is characterized by atypical anatomical and functional connectivity. This hypothesis has been supported by numerous Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) studies that have assessed the microstructure of white matter fibers (Barnea-Goraly et al. 2004; Alexander et al. 2007; Ben Bashat et al. 2007; Thomas et al. 2011; Travers et al. 2012; Wolff et al. 2012; Ameis and Catani 2015; Solso et al. 2016) and by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies that have assessed functional synchronization across brain areas during different tasks (e.g., Just, Cherkassky, Keller, & Minshew, 2004; Müller et al., 2011) as well as during rest or sleep (e.g., Anderson et al., 2011; Di Martino et al., 2014; Dinstein et al., 2011).

Among the different forms of connectivity, inter-hemispheric anatomical and functional connectivity is of particular interest to autism research for several reasons. First, anatomical studies have reported that one or more subregions of the corpus callosum (CC) are smaller in older children, adolescents, and adults with autism (Egaas et al. 1995; Frazier and Hardan 2009; Travers et al. 2015, but also see Haar et al. 2014). Second, fMRI studies have reported that toddlers, children, adolescents, and adults with autism exhibit decreased inter-hemispheric functional connectivity during rest/sleep in comparison to controls (e.g., Anderson et al., 2011; Dinstein et al., 2011; Di Martino et al., 2014). Third, DTI studies have reported that adolescents and adults with autism exhibit smaller CC volumes, reduced fractional anisotropy (FA) and increased Mean Diffusivity (MD) values in comparison to controls (Alexander et al. 2007; Thomas et al. 2011; Catani et al. 2016). Fourth, up to 45% of children who are born without a CC (agenesis of the CC) exhibit behavioral symptoms that are consistent with a formal autism diagnosis (Lau et al., 2013; Paul et al., 2014). Similarly, BTBR mice, a strain where the corpus callosum is entirely absent (Wahlsten et al. 2003), exhibit several autism-like behaviors (Bolivar et al. 2007) and are a popular animal model for autism research (McFarlane et al. 2008; Silverman et al. 2010; Blanchard et al. 2012). Finally, studies of affect demonstrate that the integrity of the CC is important for higher-order social cognitive tasks (Symington et al. 2010; Mike et al. 2013), a key area of impairment in autism. Taken together, it is tempting to speculate that alterations in inter-hemispheric connectivity may represent an important neural phenotype of at least some individuals who develop autism.

How early and where exactly do interhemispheric connectivity abnormalities emerge? Since autism is a disorder of early neural development (Courchesne et al., 2011; Willsey et al., 2013; Stoner et al., 2014), it is particularly important to examine inter-hemispheric connectivity at very young ages when the behavioral symptoms of autism first emerge.
Only a few DTI studies have done so and all have reported that the CC at young ages in autism exhibits abnormally increased FA values (Ben Bashat et al. 2007; Weinstein et al. 2011; Xiao et al. 2014; Travers et al. 2015; Solso et al. 2016). This finding stands in sharp contrast to findings in mature children, adolescents and adults where nearly every study has reported reduced CC FA values in autism (Barnea-Goraly et al. 2004; Alexander et al. 2007; Jou et al. 2011; Travers et al. 2012; Vogan et al. 2016). Studies have suggested that the FA values transition from abnormally high to abnormally low values very early in development, apparently sometime between the ages of 2 and 4 years (Ben Bashat et al. 2007; Weinstein et al. 2011; Travers et al. 2015; Solso et al. 2016). These findings are in line with the transient early overgrowth hypothesis, which suggests that some infants and toddlers with autism have excess cortical neurons and display early accelerated brain growth followed by later arrested neuronal growth and axonal and synaptic development (Courchesne et al. 2001; Courchesne, Campbell, et al. 2011; Courchesne, Mouton, et al. 2011; Chow et al. 2012).

All of the DTI studies performed to date in toddlers with autism have subdivided the CC roughly into two or three segments without determining the cortical projections of the fibers in each segment. Thus, each segment likely contained a mixture of fibers that projected to multiple cortical areas. A more detailed examination of CC development, which takes into account the projection of CC fibers into specific occipital, parietal, temporal, and frontal areas is, therefore, important for determining which inter-hemispheric connections develop abnormally in autism and for revealing the nature and timing of abnormalities in each fiber group.

In the present study of prospectively identified toddlers with autism, we examined diffusion properties in seven different CC segments that were defined according to the cortical regions that were connected by their corresponding fibers. This allowed us to separate tracts that connected occipital, parietal, temporal, and frontal regions and sub-regions in each participant. We then examined the diffusion properties within a 10mm mid-sagittal segment of each tract, (i.e., the segment where tracts cross the mid-line) and compared the results across autism and control toddlers who were 1 to 4 years old at the time of MRI scanning. An important advantage of our intentional focus on midsagittal CC segments is that these segments do not contain crossing or kissing fibers (Jeurissen et al. 2013), which are known to alter diffusion measures (Mori and van Zijl 2002; Assaf and Pasternak 2008). This means that potential differences in diffusion measures across groups are more likely to represent true differences in underlying axonal microstructure rather than differences in the number of crossing fibers.

**Materials and methods**

**Subjects and Recruitment**

Toddlers were recruited through community referral and a population based screening approach called the 1-Year Well Baby Check-Up Approach (Pierce et al. 2011) at the University of California, San Diego. Ninety-seven toddlers participated in this study: sixty-eight with autism (mean age: 31 months old, range: 13 to 51 months) and twenty-nine typically developing controls (mean age: 29 months old, range: 13 to 48). There was no
significant group difference in age (p > 0.05, two-tailed t-test for independent samples with unequal variance). All toddlers were scanned late at night, during natural sleep without the use of sedation (Pierce 2011). Parents of toddlers provided written informed consent and were paid for their participation. The UCSD human subject research protection program approved all experimental procedures. Diffusion MRI data from 14 of the 29 control toddlers and 25 of the 68 toddlers with autism was included in previous analyses reported by Solso et al. (2015).

**Diagnosis and behavioral evaluations**

Diagnostic evaluations were performed by an experienced licensed clinical psychologist and were based on the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) (Lord et al. 2000) and clinical judgment. Additional evaluations included the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales, second edition (Sparrow 2011), which measure communication, daily living skills, socialization, and motor skill capabilities, as well as the Mullen Scales of Early Learning (Mullen 1995), which measure expressive language, receptive language, gross motor, fine motor, and visual reception capabilities (Table 1). Over 90% of the toddlers in both groups completed all three tests within 12 weeks of the MRI scan. In the current sample, 18 toddlers with an eventual diagnosis of autism who were 26 months old or younger at the time of initial diagnostic evaluation (and scan). All of these toddlers participated in a second clinical evaluation at the age of 30 months or older to confirm their initial diagnosis (Table 2). Thus, all of the analyses reported herein were performed with participants whose autism (or typically developing) status was longitudinally tracked and confirmed at final diagnosis ages of 30 months or older.

**MRI acquisition**

Anatomical T1 weighted and diffusion MRI scans were performed using a GE 1.5T Signa EXCITE scanner located at the UC San Diego Radiology Imaging Laboratory in Sorrento Valley, California. The scanner was equipped with an eight-channel phased-array head coil. The T1 weighted anatomical scan was acquired using a 3D fast spoiled gradient echo (FSPGR) sequence (166 sagittal slices: 0.94 * 0.94 * 1.2 mm, TE = 2.8ms, TR = 6.5ms, flip angle 12°, FOV = 24cm). Diffusion MRI was collected using a single-shot, echo-planar diffusion-weighted sequence (TE = 80.4ms, TR = 14500ms, flip angle 90°), which was applied along 51 diffusion directions. Data were collected from fifty 2.5mm thick axial slices (±10 slices, depending on head size; no gap) at in-plane resolution of 1.875 × 1.875 mm, using a b-value of 1000 sec/mm². One non-diffusion weighted volume (b value=0) was acquired at the beginning of the scan for reference.

**Data Preprocessing**

Data was preprocessed using mrDiffusion, an open source package written by the Vision, Imaging Science and Technology Activities (VISTA) lab at Stanford, CA, USA (http://web.stanford.edu/group/vista/cgi-bin/wiki/index.php/Software), and custom code written in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA). The anterior commissure (AC), posterior commissure (PC), and mid-sagittal plane were identified manually and used to rotate the T1-weighted images to AC–PC aligned space via a rigid transform. Diffusion MRI data were corrected for head motion and eddy current distortions and registered to the non-diffusion weighted
image (b0) using a nonlinear constrained transformation (Rohde et al. 2004). The b0 volume was registered to the T1 anatomy, using mutual information maximization methods implemented in SPM8 tools, and the same transformation was applied to all the diffusion weighted images. The gradient orientation matrix was transformed to compensate for all corrections and alignments in order to preserve the correct diffusion orientations (Leemans and Jones 2009). Finally, a tensor model was fit to the data in each voxel using a robust least-squares algorithm that removed outliers during tensor estimation (Robust Estimation of Tensors by Outlier Rejection, RESTORE (Chang et al. 2005)), and the 3 diffusion eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the tensor were extracted. Based on these measures, fractional anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity (MD), radial diffusivity (RD), and axial diffusivity (AD) measures were calculated in each voxel (Basser and Pierpaoli 1996). AD is the first eigenvalue of the tensor, RD is the mean of the second and third eigenvalues, MD is the mean of all three eigenvalues, and FA is the normalized standard deviation of the three eigenvalues indicating the degree to which the tensor is anisotropic.

Identification of the CC fiber groups

The Automated Fiber Quantification (AFQ) toolbox (Yeatman et al. 2012) was used to automatically identify seven CC tracts in each of the subjects. This procedure involved three steps: (1) whole brain tractography (2) region-of-interest (ROI) based segmentation, and (3) automated fiber tract cleaning.

1. Whole brain tractography was performed using a deterministic streamlines tracking algorithm (Mori et al. 1999; Basser et al. 2000). The tracking algorithm was seeded with a white matter mask of all voxels with FA values greater than 0.2. Starting from 8 seed points within each white matter voxel, path tracing proceeded in both directions in 1mm steps along the principal diffusion direction (PDD) of the tensor (i.e., the eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue). Tracking was stopped if the FA value dropped below 0.15, or if the angle between the diffusion direction in the current tensor and the direction in the next tensor was greater than 30°. This produced a large set of fibers throughout the entire brain for each toddler.

2. Fibers from step 1 that connect specific regions (e.g., the occipital lobes) of the two hemispheres through the CC were identified using pairs of homologous ROIs that were located in the white matter of the right and left hemispheres and a CC ROI in the mid sagittal plane, similarly to previous studies (Huang et al. 2005; Dougherty et al. 2007; Blecher et al. 2016). The seven pairs of symmetrical ROIs were defined on the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template (Fonov et al. 2011) as follows:

   a. Occipital tract – Two vertical ROIs included all white matter voxels located in the occipital lobe of coronal MNI slice #71 (Figure 1J, green).

   b. Temporal tract – Two vertical ROIs included all white matter voxels located in the temporal lobe of coronal MNI slice #98 (Figure 1I, purple).
c. Posterior parietal tract – Two vertical ROIs included all white matter voxels located in the parietal lobe of coronal MNI slice #71 (Figure 1J, yellow).

d. Superior parietal tract – Two horizontal ROIs included all white matter voxels located in the parietal lobe of axial MNI slice #121 (Figure 1H, dark blue).

e. Posterior frontal tract – Two horizontal ROIs included white matter voxels located below the pre-central gyrus in the frontal lobe of axial MNI slice #121 (Figure 1H, pink).

f. Middle frontal – Two horizontal ROIs included all white matter voxels that were anterior to the pre-central gyrus in the frontal lobe of axial MNI slice #121 (Figure 1H, red).

g. Anterior frontal – Two vertical ROIs included all white matter voxels in the frontal lobe of coronal MNI slice #176 (Figure 1G, orange).

Scans from each toddler were registered to the MNI template by computing a non-linear transformation between the b=0 diffusion volume of each toddler and the template, using a mutual information maximization algorithm (Friston 2004). We then applied the inverse transform to import the ROIs from template space into the native space of each toddler. Fibers from the whole brain tractography (step 1) that intersected the three relevant ROIs were labeled in each toddler (Figure 1). We were unable to identify fibers that intersected with the three relevant ROIs of the anterior frontal tract in two toddlers with autism, the posterior frontal tract in two other toddlers with autism, and the posterior parietal tract in one toddler with autism (5 different toddlers). All tracts were identified in all other toddlers.

3. Automated fiber tract cleaning was performed using an iterative procedure, which removed fibers that were more than 4 standard deviations above the mean fiber length as well as fibers located more than 5 standard deviations away from the center of the tract (see Yeatman et al., 2012).

In a final step, we clipped the CC fiber tracts 5 mm to the right and to the left of the midline in order to focus the analyses on the diffusion properties in the medial section of the corpus callosum (Figure 1C), where directional coherence is maximal and there are no crossing or kissing fibers (Jeurissen et al. 2013). Rogue fibers that crossed the midsagittal plane outside a pre-defined bounding box covering each CC segment were excluded from the tracts before final analysis.

**Quantification of diffusion properties and cross-sectional area**

The diffusion properties of each inter-hemispheric tract were calculated for each subject by computing the mean FA, MD, RD, and AD values across all voxels located in the 10mm midsagittal segment of that tract (corresponding to +/- 5mm from the midline). The cross sectional area of each callosal segment was computed by counting the number of anatomical
voxels (1×1×1mm) that were traversed by the clipped fibers described above and dividing the result by 10mm (the segment length).

**Younger and older toddlers**

Previous research has repeatedly shown that white-matter diffusion properties develop differently in toddlers with autism and controls such that significant differences are usually evident at earlier ages (Wolff et al. 2012; Solso et al. 2016). We therefore decided to perform a median split of the toddlers in both groups and created “younger” (Autism: n=32, Control n=16, age range: 13–30 months) and “older” (Autism: n=36, Control: n=13, age range: 31–45 months) age-matched subgroups. All measures were compared separately for each of the age groups.

**Relationship with behavioral measures**

Each diffusion property was correlated with each of the behavioral measures to identify potential relationships with autism symptom severity (ADOS), adaptive social and communicative ability (Vineland), and language ability (Mullen). This analysis was performed only in the young autism group for the CC segments that exhibited significant differences across autism and control groups. The analysis was performed once using the behavioral measures that were collected within 12 weeks of the scan date and again using the measures acquired during the follow-up visit when autism diagnosis was confirmed (at the age of 2.5 years old or later). To ensure that potential findings were not due to the existence of outliers, we also examined these relationships using robust regression as implemented in Matlab. In this iterative analysis, a weighting vector is built, which discounts the effects of data points according to their leverage on the regression solution (i.e., by determining how much the regression solution changes before/after removing each point). Data points with extreme leverage (i.e. outliers) are thus ignored (Holland and Welsch 1977).

**Head motion**

We estimated head motion in each subject using Framewise Displacement (FD) algorithm, which measures changes in head position from one volume to the next (e.g., Power et al., 2012). We computed the mean absolute translation and rotation FD across all volumes for each subject and then compared the results across the four groups. Furthermore, we performed a multiple regression analysis with the FD measures and each of the diffusion measures, extracted the residual diffusion values (after regressing out the FD measures), and re-ran the main analysis across younger autism and control toddlers. This analysis removed any potential between-subject differences in diffusion measures that were due to head motion differences across subjects.

**White matter volume**

The white matter volume of each subject was estimated by counting the voxels with FA values greater than 0.2 in the entire brain.
Statistical tests

Tract diffusion, cross-sectional area, head motion, white matter volume, and behavioral measures were compared across groups using two-tailed t-tests for independent measures with unequal variance. We used the false discovery rate (FDR) technique (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995) to correct the significance levels for multiple comparisons when examining measures per tract. Since MD and FA measures are based on AD and RD values, the statistical tests performed with MD and FA measures are not independent of those performed with the AD and RD values. We, therefore, performed correction for multiple comparisons separately for AD/RD values and MD/FA values. The correction was performed across 14 comparisons – the two relevant diffusion measures (AD/RD or MD/FA) in each of the seven CC segments. The statistical significance of the Pearson’s correlation coefficients, which were used to examine the relationship between the diffusion measures and the behavioral scores, were also corrected in the same manner. In this case FDR correction was performed across 4 comparisons – the two relevant diffusion measures (AD/RD or MD/FA) in each of the two examined CC segments that exhibited significant between-group differences (i.e., temporal and occipital tracts).

Results

We compared the diffusion properties of seven callosal tracts between 68 toddlers with autism and 29 controls. We performed the analyses on the medial section of each tract encompassing 5 mm on either side of the mid-sagittal plane. This restricted the analyses to the segment with the maximal directional coherence (i.e. the most robust segment of each tract). To account for potential developmental changes across autism and control groups, we performed the analyses separately for toddlers younger or older than 2.5 years of age (see Methods).

In comparison to the young control toddlers, young toddlers with autism exhibited significantly larger FA values in the temporal CC segment ($t(46) = 2.74, p = 0.04$, FDR corrected) and smaller MD, AD and RD values in the occipital and temporal segments ($t(46) < 2.8, p < 0.04$, FDR corrected, Figure 2 A–D). Note that similar differences were also apparent in the mid-frontal and anterior-frontal tracts, yet these differences did not survive correction for multiple comparisons. We did not find any significant between-group differences in any of the examined tracts in the older toddler subgroup (Figure 2 E–H).

Equivalent results were found when including only young male toddlers in the analysis, demonstrating that the results were not driven by gender differences across groups. Young male toddlers with autism exhibited significantly larger FA values in the temporal CC segment ($t(29) = 2.8, p = 0.04$, FDR corrected), smaller MD and AD values in the occipital and temporal segments ($t(29) < −3, p < 0.04$, FDR corrected), and smaller RD values in the temporal segment ($t(29) = −3.1, p = 0.02$, FDR corrected) in comparison to young male control toddlers.

An examination of the cross-sectional area of each tract (see Methods) also revealed significant between-group differences only in the younger toddler subgroup, where the temporal tract was larger in toddlers with autism ($t(46) = 3.12, p = 0.02$, FDR corrected,
There were no significant between-group differences in any of the tracts in the older subgroup (Figure 3, right).

Correlations between diffusion measures and behavioral measures were calculated only for the younger toddlers with autism in the tracts that exhibited significant between-group differences in diffusion measures (i.e., the occipital and temporal tracts, Figure 4). Pearson’s correlations between each of the diffusion measures and the early behavioral scores measured that were acquired close to the scan date were not significant in any of the examined tracts ($r_{(30)} < 0.3$, $p > 0.05$, uncorrected to increase sensitivity). However, Vineland-socialization scores acquired at the final outcome visit (6–30 months after the scan) exhibited significant negative correlations with FA values ($r_{(30)} = -0.5$, $p = 0.04$, FDR corrected) and significant positive correlations with MD ($r_{(30)} = 0.41$, $p = 0.05$, FDR corrected) and RD values ($r_{(30)} = 0.46$, $p = 0.04$, FDR corrected) in the temporal tract. Pearson’s correlations between FA values and the ADOS scores were marginally significant for the temporal tract ($r_{(30)} = 0.42$, $p = 0.08$, FDR corrected). Diffusion measures in the occipital tract were not correlated with behavioral measures. Note that ADOS scores increase with symptom severity while Vineland scores increase with social proficiency. The correlations between the cross sectional area of the temporal tract and the ADOS ($r_{(30)} = 0.18$, $p = 0.31$, uncorrected) or Vineland ($r_{(30)} = -0.05$, $p = 0.77$, uncorrected) scores were not significant.

To further examine the robustness of these relationships we also performed analogous robust regression analyses with diffusion measures in the temporal tract. These analyses yielded similar results when examining the Vineland-socialization scores, which exhibited significant negative relationships with FA values ($\beta = -0.002$, $t(30) = -2.88$, $p = 0.007$) and positive relationships with RD values ($\beta = 0.002$, $t(30) = 2.5$, $p = 0.02$). Analyses with ADOS scores did not yield significant results ($p > 0.1$). This indicates that the relationship between diffusion measures and Vineland scores was robust to the existence of potential outliers in the data, but the relationship with ADOS scores was not (see Methods).

We performed several control analyses to rule out alternative interpretations of the results described above. First, we examined estimated head motion parameters using the mean framewise displacement (FD) measure (see Methods), which was computed separately for each of the six head rotation and translation estimates in each subject. Younger toddlers from both the autism and control groups exhibited larger FD values than older toddlers of the corresponding group ($t(66) > 2$, $p < 0.05$), but there were no significant differences between the autism and control toddlers within each age group ($t(46) < 1$, $p > 0.3$, Figure 5A). The same was true when comparing the entire sample ($t(95) > -0.5$, $p > 0.6$). This means that toddlers with autism did not move their heads significantly more than controls. In addition, we also re-ran our main analysis after first regressing-out the estimated head-motion parameters of each subject from the diffusion measures (see Methods) and found similar results. Younger toddlers with autism exhibited significantly larger FA values in the temporal CC segment ($t(46) = 2.4$, $p = 0.03$) and smaller MD, AD, and RD values in the occipital and temporal CC segments ($t(46) < -2.1$, $p < 0.05$). These analyses rule out the possibility that differences in diffusion measures across groups were caused by differences in head motion during MRI scanning.
Second, we examined whether there were differences in the severity of autism symptoms across age groups and found no significant differences in either ADOS or Vineland scores between the younger and older toddlers with autism (t (66) = 0.5 and t (66) = 0.1 respectively, p > 0.1, Figure 5B). This ensured that the specificity of findings to the young toddler groups was not generated by differences in autism severity between younger and older toddlers with autism.

Third, we examined overall white matter volumes in each of the groups (see methods). As expected, younger toddlers from both autism and control groups had significantly smaller white matter volumes than older toddlers from each group (t (66) and t (27) > 4, p < 0.0005), but there were no significant differences across autism and control toddlers within each age group (t (46) and t (47) < 2, p > 0.2, Figure 5C). This analysis rules out the possibility that differences in diffusion measures across groups were generated by differences in overall white matter volumes across autism and control toddlers.

### Discussion

At the earliest age of clinical onset, 1 to 2.5 year old toddlers with autism already exhibit multiple structural abnormalities in callosal tracts connecting the temporal lobes as compared with matched typically developing toddlers (Figure 2). Larger FA and smaller MD, AD, and RD values were clearly apparent in this tract, which was significantly larger in cross-sectional area (Figure 3). Smaller diffusion values (MD, AD, and RD) and larger directionality (FA) suggest that the temporal tract may contain an abnormally large number of small caliber, densely packed axons (see below) that span a larger cross-sectional area of the CC. Moreover, the degree of micro-structural abnormality in the temporal callosal pathway at the age of clinical onset was correlated with the severity of social clinical symptoms as measured by the Vineland test at later outcome ages (marginally significant also with ADOS scores, Figure 4). This suggests that early anatomical abnormalities may be useful for assessing clinical outcome and prognosis. Finally, the micro-structural abnormalities apparent in the younger toddlers with autism (<2.5 years old) were not evident in the older toddlers with autism (>2.5 years old). Nevertheless, we speculate that dynamic, ongoing pathology manifested in the number, size, density, and/or myelination of CC axons disrupts typical inter-hemispheric connectivity across the temporal lobes and may be a common characteristic of many individuals with autism not only during early development, but also later in life.

### Nature of micro-structural CC abnormalities in autism

Larger FA values along with smaller MD, AD, and RD values indicate that water diffusion is more restricted in the temporal CC tracts of young toddlers with autism as compared with the young control toddlers. Several differences in white matter micro-structure may yield this combination of diffusion values, including increased myelination, increased axonal density, smaller axonal calibers, and/or increased extra-cellular matrix density (Mori and Zhang 2006). Numerous postmortem (Courchesne and Pierce 2005; Courchesne, Mouton, et al. 2011; Santos et al. 2011; Stoner et al. 2014), genetic (Pinto et al. 2010; Chow et al. 2012; Bernier et al. 2014; Sugathan et al. 2014; Pramparo et al. 2015), animal model (Fang et al.
2014; Le Belle et al. 2014; Orosco et al. 2014; Sabers et al. 2014), and cellular (Marchetto et al. 2016; Packer 2016) studies suggest that, in many cases, autism is associated with a prenatal excess of neural proliferation, which would predict an excess of corresponding axons. While postmortem studies with toddlers have not examined axonal characteristics or reported axon numbers in the white matter of toddlers with autism, adults with autism do exhibit an abnormally large number of smaller caliber axons in frontal lobe areas (Zikopoulos and Barbas 2010). One plausible explanation for our DTI findings, therefore, is that they reflect an underlying physiology of excessive neuron numbers in temporal areas, which send out a corresponding large number of small caliber callosal axons. Such developmental alterations are likely to be of prenatal origin and reflect abnormalities in cell proliferation, migration, differentiation and axon and dendritic development (Courchesne, Mouton, et al. 2011; Chow et al. 2012; Stoner et al. 2014).

**Timing of micro-structural CC abnormalities in autism**

Abnormally high FA and low MD, AD, and RD values seem to appear transiently at the very early stages of autism development when clinical symptoms initially emerge. In our sample, only the younger toddler group (<2.5 years old) exhibited significant diffusivity differences in comparison to their matched control group while the older toddler group (<2.5 years old) did not. This conclusion is supported by several other DTI studies that have reported significantly larger FA values in callosal and/or other white matter tracts in young toddlers with autism (Ben Bashat et al. 2007; Weinstein et al. 2011; Wolff et al. 2013). The studies that examined the effects of age reported that the abnormally high FA values found in toddlers who develop autism at young ages (0.5–3 years old) were transient and gradually disappeared or even reversed to abnormally low FA values during early development (Ben Bashat et al. 2007; Weinstein et al. 2011; Travers et al. 2015). One study that compared high risk-sibs who eventually developed autism to those who did not, reported that the transition from abnormally high to low FA values in the autism group took place before toddlers reached the age of 1.5 years old (Wolff et al. 2012). Two other studies that compared toddlers with autism to control toddlers reported that this transition happens a little later, around the age of three (Weinstein et al. 2011; Solso et al. 2016). Our results are in line with the latter studies and suggest that significant findings in the CC are only apparent in toddlers who are younger than 2.5 years old. Taken together, it seems that the choice of comparison group (typically developing versus high risk sibs who may share some of the etiological factors exhibited by toddlers with autism) affects the reported developmental changes in FA values.

In agreement with these findings, DTI studies with older children (Nordahl et al. 2015; Travers et al. 2015; Wolff et al. 2015), adolescents (Alexander et al. 2007), and adults (Catani et al. 2008, 2016) have commonly reported either non-significant differences across groups, differences in the variability of FA values within the brain (Cascio et al. 2013), or abnormally low FA values in individuals with autism. This highlights the importance of studying autism neurobiology during early development (Courchesne et al. 2007; Pierce et al. 2011).
While abnormal diffusivity measures appear transiently during early autism development, inter-hemispheric connectivity abnormalities may persist throughout life as suggested by fMRI studies that have reported poor functional synchronization across the hemispheres (Anderson et al. 2011; Di Martino et al. 2014) in adolescents and adults with autism. When attempting to reconcile different types of evidence, it is important to keep in mind that the ability to measure inter-hemispheric connectivity with specific tools may change as a consequence of the dramatic multi-factorial changes that take place during early development.

**Location of micro-structural CC abnormalities in autism**

One advance of the current study was the use of deterministic tractography to sub-divide the CC into seven fiber groups (i.e., inter-hemispheric tracts) according to the projections of the fibers in specific cortical areas. Separating CC tracts in this manner revealed that abnormal micro-structure during early autism development was localized to temporal and occipital tracts. Moreover, abnormalities in the temporal tract were apparent also in the cross-sectional area of the tract and diffusion abnormalities were correlated with the Vinland socialization measures (and marginally correlated with the ADOS scores, Figure 4), suggesting that the development of this tract is of particular interest.

Previous DTI studies that examined CC micro-structure in young toddlers with autism also applied deterministic tractography techniques (Nordahl et al. 2015; Travers et al. 2015; Wolff et al. 2015), but used relatively crude methods to divide the CC into three segments without examining the cortical projections of the CC fibers. In these studies, the examined tracts were identified using ROIs located in the genu, body, and/or splenium of the CC without the use of additional white matter ROIs that delineate tracts based on their projections into specific cortical regions. This means that study-specific demarcations of the three CC areas were likely to include different combinations of inter-hemispheric tracts that connect multiple cortical regions. With this in mind, significantly increased FA in toddlers with autism was reported only in the body of the CC in one of the studies (Wolff et al. 2012), only in the genu in another study (Solso et al. 2016), and in both CC segments in the third (Travers et al. 2015). Our results present a more detailed localization of the affected inter-hemispheric tracts, which, in contrast to previous studies, highlights the role of temporal CC tract abnormalities during early autism development. Additional studies utilizing cortical ROIs and probabilistic tractography techniques will be useful for further examining the specificity of affected tracts and the robustness of the results across multiple tractography techniques.

**Potential relationship with functional connectivity**

Micro-structural CC abnormalities are likely to be associated with poor inter-hemispheric functional synchronization. An overabundance of small caliber CC axons is likely to alter neural communication across the hemispheres in complex ways. For example, smaller caliber axons will lead to slower neural transmission speeds (Laughlin and Sejnowski 2003), which may impair the ability of bi-lateral neural populations to synchronize their activity. Several autism studies with adolescents, adults (Anderson et al. 2011; Di Martino et al. 2014), and toddlers (Dinstein et al. 2011) have indeed reported that individuals with autism...
exhibit poor inter-hemispheric synchronization (weak functional connectivity). In naturally
sleeping toddlers, poor inter-hemispheric synchronization seems to be most apparent
between right and left superior temporal gyri (the general location of Wernike’s area)
(Dinstein et al. 2011). Taken together with the current results, we hypothesize that structural
abnormalities in the temporal CC tract may be associated with impaired functional
connectivity across temporal cortical areas during early autism development. Relating these
functional and structural measures within the same toddlers will be critical for elucidating
the underlying neuropathology of affected toddlers.

Potential behavioral consequences

The significant correlations between Vineland-socialization scores and diffusivity measures
in the temporal CC tract, suggest that micro-structural abnormalities in this tract may be of
particular behavioral importance. We speculate that impaired inter-hemispheric connectivity
across the temporal lobes may have specific consequences for the development of lateralized
functions such as language and social communication. Several studies have reported that
temporal lobe responses to language stimuli are abnormally lateralized in toddlers with
autism (Redcay and Courchesne 2008; Eyler et al. 2012) and that toddlers with autism who
exhibit weak temporal cortex responses to language stimuli early on, develop poor language
capabilities later in life, while those with near-typical responses develop good language
capabilities (Lombardo et al. 2015). Similarly, teenagers who had been born preterm and
developed language impairments exhibit smaller interhemispheric white matter fibers across
temporal lobes in comparison to those who do not develop language impairments (Northam
et al. 2012). Adults who had been born preterm exhibit lower FA values in posterior
segments of the CC that are associated with abnormal fMRI responses during verbal
learning tasks in comparison to controls (Salvan et al. 2014).

Studies with typically developing adults have suggested that specific, specialized areas in
temporal cortex including the superior temporal sulcus (STS) (Allison et al. 2000;
Zilbovicius et al. 2006) and temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) (Saxe 2006) are critical for
social interactions. Adolescents and adults with autism indeed exhibit abnormally weak
fMRI responses in the STS during processing of eye gaze (Pelphrey et al. 2005) and
biological motion (Herrington et al. 2007; Freitag et al. 2008) and abnormally lateralized
TPJ responses during judgments of mental state (Lombardo et al. 2011). Relating
abnormalities in structural and functional inter-hemispheric connectivity with abnormalities
in functional specialization of these cortical areas (within the same individuals) seems like
another important goal for future autism research.

Heterogeneity in autism

It is important to note that individuals with autism differ from one another in terms of their
behavioral profiles, intelligence, clinical comorbidities, genetics, brain structure, and brain
function. This variability across participants was clearly apparent in the current study
(Figure 4). When interpreting our results, we believe that it is, therefore, more useful to
consider inter-hemispheric connectivity abnormalities as an indicator of one potential
pathological mechanism that may be present in some, but not all, toddlers with autism. With
this in mind it seems more promising to conduct future studies while separating the autism
population into subgroups that exhibit common structural, functional (Lombardo et al. 2015), eye tracking (e.g., (Pierce et al. 2015), behavioral, genetic, sensory, and/or clinical findings.

Conclusions
Multiple structural abnormalities were clearly apparent in the CC tracts that connect the temporal lobes of 1 to 2.5 year old toddlers who developed autism. We suggest that these toddlers may have an overabundance of small, tightly packed axons, which may impair inter-hemispheric communication and lead to poor functional synchronization and specialization. Additional research focusing on early inter-hemispheric connectivity while combining structural and functional MRI techniques within the same toddlers will be critical for elucidating the underlying neuropathology.
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Figure 1.
Fiber tract identification. (A,D) Left ROIs in an individual subject (male, 43 months old, with autism). Homologous ROIs were also defined in the right hemisphere. Tracts were identified by selecting fibers that intersected the left ROI, corpus callosum ROI, and homologous right ROI. (B,E) The seven CC fiber tracts that were identified in this individual. (C,F) Clipped segments of the CC fiber tracts. The same individual is presented in a mid-sagittal view (A–C) and a slightly rotated view (D–F) demonstrating the relative ROI locations in the left hemisphere. Diffusivity measures were extracted from the 10mm mid-sagittal segments presented in C and F. In addition, we present the specific coronal slice containing the anterior frontal ROI (G), the axial slice containing the middle-frontal, posterior frontal, and superior parietal ROIs (H), the coronal slice containing the temporal ROI (I), and the coronal slice containing the posterior parietal and occipital ROIs (J).
Figure 2.
Comparison of diffusion properties in the seven CC tracts across the younger autism and control toddlers (<2.5 years old, A–D) and the older autism and control toddlers (>2.5 years old, E–H). Mean fractional anisotropy (A,E), Mean diffusivity (B,F), Axial diffusivity (C,G), and Radial diffusivity (D,H) are presented for the autism (gray) and control (black) groups. Error bars: standard error of the mean across subjects. Asterisks: significant differences across groups after FDR correction (specific p values are noted for significant tracts).
Figure 3.
Comparison of tract cross-sectional area in the younger autism and control toddlers (left panel) and in the older autism and control toddlers (right panel). Gray: Autism, Black: Control. Error bars: standard error of the mean across subjects. Asterisks: significant differences after FDR correction ($p < 0.05$).
Figure 4.
Scatter plots presenting the relationship between ADOS social and communication total scores (A–D) or Vineland socialization scores (E–H) at final diagnosis age and each of the diffusion measures in the temporal tract: Fractional anisotropy (A,E), Mean diffusivity (B,F), Axial diffusivity (C,G), and Radial diffusivity (D,H). Each point represents a single toddler. Only younger toddlers with autism (<2.5 years old, N=34) were included in this analysis. Pearson’s correlation coefficients and their significance are noted in each panel. All p-values are FDR corrected.
Figure 5.
Control analyses. Mean framewise displacement of head rotations (A) and translations (B) were compared across groups when including all toddlers (All) and after splitting younger and older toddlers. (C) Comparison of ADOS social and communication total scores across younger and older toddlers with autism. (D) Comparison of Vineland communication and socialization scores across younger and older toddlers with autism. (E) Comparison of overall white matter volume across autism and control toddlers. Gray: Autism, Black: Control. Error bars: standard error of the mean across subjects. Asterisks: significant differences (p < 0.05, uncorrected to increase sensitivity).
Table 1

Subject characteristics table. Mean (standard deviation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Autism n= 68</th>
<th>Typically Developing Controls n= 29</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>53 male, 15 female</td>
<td>15 male, 14 female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at scan (months)</td>
<td>31.5 (9)</td>
<td>29.2 (10.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In proximity to scan</td>
<td>Final visit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADOS Social &amp; Communication Total</td>
<td>14.32 (3.9)</td>
<td>14.4 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.4 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vineland Communication</td>
<td>76.76 (14.46)</td>
<td>80 (17.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>105.4 (11.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vineland Socialization</td>
<td>79.62 (11.95)</td>
<td>78.6 (14.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>108.2 (12.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mullen Receptive Language T score</td>
<td>27.88 (12.93)</td>
<td>28.89 (13.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>56.3 (7.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mullen Expressive Language T score</td>
<td>29.11 (12.1)</td>
<td>27.2 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>56.7 (7.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Participants received either the Toddler Module or Module 1 of the ADOS depending on their age and language ability at time of testing.
Table 2

Initial and final ADOS Social and Communications scores of toddlers who were scanned at the age of 26 months old or younger. Two subjects, #4 and #15, were not identified as having autism at their early-age evaluations but received a final diagnosis of autism at ages 32 and 34 months respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject number</th>
<th>Age at scan (months)</th>
<th>ADOS assessment (in proximity to scan)</th>
<th>Final ADOS assessment</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Age (months)</td>
<td>ADOS S&amp;C total</td>
<td>Age (months)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>